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OUR
MISSION
Our mission is to build organic
& adaptive marketing strategies
that strengthen the relationship
between customer & brand.

ORGANIC &
ADAPTIVE
STENGTH
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WHAT
WE DO
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Managed Solutions
& Social Strategy:

Social Media
Management:

Content
Production:

89% of brands say ROI from influencer
marketing is comparable to or better
than other marketing channels; we
coordinate, build & manage long term
comprehensive Influencers & creator
strategies for our clients.

Be where your customers are, 95% of
adults between 18-34 are most likely to
follow a brand via social media. We work
with your team to develop and manage a
uniform brand message to make you feel
attainable to your customers.

We develop content to fit every
medium, from lifestyle concepts
& content that tell a story, to
studio product photography &
videography for your website,
catalog or product launch.

WHAT
WE DO
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Event
Coverage:

Experimental
Marketing:

Event Production
& Coordination:

Utilize our network of influencers to
drive extra exposure and interest in
your event. Our team can provide
onsite content creation as well as the
ability to provide a fresh, yet familiar
face to your customers.

A strategy that engages consumers
using branded experiences. We call them
“marketing retreats” and use influencers
to create a memorable impact on the
consumer. At its core, experimental
marketing is all about connecting your
brand or product to a fun experience.

We specialize in producing lifestyledriven events, focused on connecting
directly to customers. We use organic
content creation through multiple
influencers to drive brand awareness &
discussion along with cross-promotion
between like-minded brands.

WHAT
WE DO
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Website Development
& Optimization:

Branding
& Design:

We build bespoke and robust
websites, dashboards and apps
from the ground up to produce
innovative digital projects you’re
proud to show off to your clients.

First impression is everything. We’re
here to make sure you present a
professional and unified identity
across the board. Let us design you
a brand with meaning and intent.
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TEAM

BEN
STACY

WILL
RENKE

We are Forge Relations, a team
of marketers with an eye for the
creative who aspire to bring a
unique perspective on marketing
strategy. We enjoy taking on
unique problems and developing a
distinct solution.

PARTNER

PARTNER

MARKETING DIRECTOR

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
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TEAM

WEB DEVELOPER

ZOE
GARNETT

LUKE
BROWN

REUBEN
WESTROP

Our passion lies in the creative
process and building a brand image
we can both be proud of. We have a
heavy focus on influencer strategy
and event production; we strive to
bring brands and creators together
to produce incredible content.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
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HOW WE
PRODUCE CONTENT
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Data Driven Campaigns. For us it’s
no longer a guessing game what
works, we’ve devised a formula of
success and with a well-coordinated
social media strategy and proper
implementation of influencer
marketing we provide real results.
Specifically designed for the
firearms & outdoor community,
we’ve built strategies that put your
marketing dollars to work. We
provide you custom reports and
analytics throughout the campaign
so you can clearly see how we are
meeting your goals & benchmarks.

“65% of influencer
marketing budgets
increased in 2019.“

MANAGED
SOLUTIONS
Plan
We will work directly with you
to construct a well-coordinated
proposal that meets each and every
goal of your social media campaign.

Develop
Once you’re satisfied with the
formalized proposal and pricing,
we will flush out our marketing
strategy, create content and
prepare a campaign schedule.

Selection
We then begin our influencer
selection process, carefully
choosing the personalities that will
best represent your brand.

Deploy
With the framework complete,
we can begin the promotional
phase. From start to finish, we will
maintain an active role and actively
analyze the campaign to ensure it
proceeds as expected.

HOWA USA
“1 MILE SHOT”
Howa USA produces a variety
of high-quality budget-oriented
rifles targeted towards long-range
shooting. We were approached by
Howa USA to produce and distribute
a series built around the capabilities
of these rifles, specifically their
Howa 1500 Barreled Action lineup.

CASE STUDY

The goal
To target new shooters taking their first steps into the world of precision shooting
and introduce them to the Howa 1500 barreled action. They also wanted to emphasize how the Howa 1500 was a more affordable option with the same capabilities
as its more expensive counterparts.

The solution
We designed a 3-month campaign built around a 6 video production series that we
then distributed on Instagram through the 1.8 Million follower page @Gunsdaily. To
create a stimulating series, we developed the concept of building a complete budgetoriented rifle setup and shooting it out to 1 Mile.
This began with 3 days of filming in Nevada with the Howa & Gunsdaily teams. The
series started with a 3 part build series of the rifle, then transitioned to 2 days of
filming on a 1 mile range. Knowing our target audience we used this opportunity to
create educational content that took the new shooter through the process of setting
up their new rifle build. The 6 part video series took the audience on a journey from
building the rifle to its first shots and sighting it in, to shooting it out to one mile; an
incredible feat for even the most expensive of rifles.
This content lived mainly on Instagram and was strategically released over the
following months.

The result
Upon the conclusion of the 3 month campaign we had produced 7 total videos,
provided 100+ edited photos and created 6+ million organic impressions reaching
new shooters through @Gunsdaily. Howa USA gained 4,000 new followers on Instagram during the campaign and saw a noticeable bump in 1500 barreled action sales
across their dealers.
Howa USA has also used this content on their website & email blasts to provide potential customers a follow-along build series.
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CONTENT
PRODUCTION
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We tell stories that your
audience can latch onto.

Studio
Product Photos

Lifestyle
Brand Content

Event
Coverage

Creative
Concept Videos

Full Video
Production

Social
Media Content

DILLON
PRECISION
Since the 1970’s Dillon Precision
has arguably been the #1 name in
reloading machines. Specializing
in producing reloaders that allow
you to load your own ammo at
home; they have sold hundreds of
thousands of units over the years.

CASE STUDY

The problem
Dillon Precision’s success is well deserved, but much of their current audience is
getting older. Their goal is/was to reach the next generation of shooters and introduce them to Reloading.

The solution
Two lifestyle-focused videos. Video One was centered around a group of friends
who load their own ammo on a Dillon Loader before going shooting. The twist is
that they use a helicopter as their transportation to the range. The goal here was to
create a video combining the unobtainable with the obtainable. Most people don’t
take a helicopter to the range, but they can load ammo with their friends on the
weekend. For this, we brought in three of our influencers to act as talent.
Video Two was more technical and targeted long-range shooters. Created as an
educational piece, we showed potential customers how you can load your own
ammo for cheaper than buying it and dispelled the myth that reloads cant be as
accurate as factory ammo.
Both videos were distributed on Instagram Feed, IGTV & Instagram Stories.
Additionally, we had our influencers record Instagram stories throughout the day’s
of filming to increase exposure. Content was also distributed through @Gunsdaily
on Instagram.

The result
Over the course of one month, we released the 2 product videos and a variety of
other shorter videos & photos from the range day. Upon the conclusion of the
distribution, over 2.5 million organic impressions were tracked on @Gunsdaily as
well as the influencer’s pages.
Dillon Precision currently uses the lifestyle video as their main video on their website
homepage.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGEMENT
Be where your customer base is;
through specialized social media
strategy & brand development we
help connect you with your audience.

”71% of
consumers
who have
had a good
social media
service
experience
with a
brand are
likely to
recommend
it to
others.”
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Your social media presence is often
the first experience a potential
customer will have with your brand.
Let’s make sure it’s up to the task.
We provide an all encompassing
management plan.
During our proposal period we
provide you with a complimentary
social media audit of your current
presence you can improve on and
how we plan on achieving that.
Social media marketing does not
work if you’re website isn’t able to
convert; we will work with your web
team to ensure that funnels from
your social media are in place to
drive conversions.

Our management
clients receive
Brand development & design
Brand cross-promotion
Product & lifestyle content creation
Influencer management
Monthly reports & analytics

BRANDING
& DESIGN
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Design with Purpose
Each piece of the brand is thought
about methodically to suit your
brand needs. We craft specific
psychology into your design so
you can be sure your audience is
targeted and marketed effectively.

Design with Logic
#171717

#ff9800

#525252

#ffbf3d

#c8c8c8

#ffd554

#f8f8f8

#ffe362

All decision making within our
designs work from purpose.
Previously determined connotations
and denotations define the visual
output for your brand. It’s custom
and it’s unique.

EVENT
PRODUCTION
Events allow your brand to interact
with the community or industry
creators. With 4 years of firearms
event production we are ready to
handle your next project.
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Type of Events we
Host:
Grand Openings
Member Appreciation Days
Range Events
New Shooter Experiences

What we Handle:
Develop Event Concept
Brand outreach & selection
Influencer outreach & selection
Deliverable list & expectations
Pre-event marketing

INTERACTION
On-site Event Coordinator
Content concept design

On-site content production: Photo/
Video
Event content post-production

ROYALTY
EXOTIC
Each year we put on an event during
the SHOT Show; the largest firearms
convention. Each year it takes place
in Las Vegas; this year, 2019, we
partnered up with Royalty Exotic
Cars. They rent some of the hottest
supercars in Las Vegas. Providing
tourists the opportunity to drive their
dream cars like Ferraris, Lamborghinis
& Mclarens.
During SHOT Show, over 100,000
people within the firearms industry
flock to Las Vegas for the largest
firearms convention on the planet.
Making it the most condensed amount
of affluent gun owners & enthusiasts in
the world for one week.
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The goal
To capitalize on this influx of firearms enthusiasts within Las Vegas, introduce them
to the Royalty brand & provide brand awareness for our event sponsors.

The challenge
“How do we take a $250,000 car & connect it to firearms?” Bringing a $250,000 car out
into the desert to do some photos with guns is a non-starter, plus we wanted to drive
interaction between the two communities & industries.
A multifaceted cross-promotion event broken down into two phases.

Phase one

Phase two

We brought in 8 carefully selected
influencers from within the firearms
community, teamed them up and put
them in 4 of Royalty Exotic’s Cars for a
two-hour drive to the desert.

For phase two, to increase our reach,
we invited an additional 13 influencers
from within the firearms community with
follower counts ranging from 15,000 to
well over 2 million.

Each influencer recorded their
experience and posted it to their social
media. We also had two photographers
& videographers with us for the
adventure to capture every moment.

Using Jeeps that Royalty rents, we
headed out to a predetermined range
location. To build on the cross-promotion,
we also involved a firearms & ammunition
event sponsor.

The result
Through this cross-promotion campaign, we brought together a total of 21 firearms
influencers with a combined following of over 5.2 million. From the one day event,
we saw over 8 million targeted impressions to our sponsors.

LETS GROW
TOGETHER
It’s in our name, we work hard to build
long lasting partnerships & relationships
with our clients and Influencers. Working
to better everyone involved, our closeknit team is ready and excited to help you
bring your brand to the next level.

Experience why our clients
return time after time, join
our family and let us forge
your digital & marketing
backbone.

Contact:
843-957-0568
main@forgerelations.com
2507 Forestbrook Rd Unit E
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
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